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Spelling list words ending in ly

Page 1: Family, Kelly, ally, jelly, bully, fly, lily, beautiful, lonely, ugly, every day, belly, molly, silly, sally, holly, july, cleverly, alone, soon, smelly, sporadically, holy, billy, cheerful, finally, fury, easily, friendly, curly, really, cold, butterfly, Sicily, quietly, wisely, gathering, lazily, Wally, sweetly, lately, actually,
Italy, Sully, gracefully, happily, orally, telly, dolly and dearlySuffix: -ly. A list of words that end in ly. An adverb is the part of speech that describes, modifies, or provides more information about a verb in a sentence. An adverb can also be used to modify or qualify adjectives, other adverbs, or entire groups
of words. Many English adverbs end with the suffix -ly, as this is a quick and easy way to turn an adjective into an adverb. For example, the sad adjective turns into the adverb sadly adding -ly at the end. The same goes where perfect becomes perfectly. Suffix is also an excellent way to describe how
something, or how often, something is done. While it's not a difficult and fast rule, and there are certainly plenty of exceptions, spotting the final -ly in a word is often a good indicator that you're looking at an adverb. Many adverbs end up in -ly, but not everyone does. Common adverbs that don't end up in -
ly include much and never. This list is understandably not entirely exhaustive. For more examples of adverbs, be sure to read our list of 100 adverbs. However, here are 64 examples of adverbs ending with -ly to begin with:accidentallyadamantlyangrilyanxiously
argumentallybeautilyboldlybravelybreathlycarelycer in a way that is certainly dangerous to too little, effortlessly, even finely, rarely generally generally sadly gratifyingly she happily very highly-innovative rarelyloudlylovelylowlylowlymassivelymotionlymourlymourlymournlyutilly
normallypainstakinglypartiallyperfectlypracticallyproudlyquicklyquietlyroughlysadlyseparatelyshortlyslowlysmoothlysudlysudlysudlythanklywrongly One of the best ways to understand how adverbs work is to see them in action in some sample sentences. He looked at the creature inquisitively. George was
lazily lying around the house all day. I'm afraid the knight was mortally wounded in battle. Nervously, Alice turned the knob and opened the door. And they lived cheerfully afterwards. Circumstances changed rapidly overnight. As it turned sharply, the parcel flew out of the window. They embraced warmly.
Sara took her time, but she finally got there. The committee hastily organized the event for the purpose of Exercise a watchful eye when using adverbs, as people often used them incorrectly, confusing them with adjectives. A very common mistake that people make is to say I ran to the store quickly or
Runs very fast. This is it's the correct use of the word fast. In these sentences, quick is editing ran and runs. These words are verbs, and they must be modified by an adverb, not an adjective. Therefore, the appropriate form of the word to use is quickly. Even the good adjective and the adverb well are
often used interchangeably, but it is not always correct. Read our article on When to use well and when to use well to learn more about this confusing common issue. slowly, perhaps, uncomfortably, beautiful, delicately, beautifully, fundamentally, definitely in this lesson we are looking at rules like falling or
keeping the 'e' with ly, when there is a double l + ly, and changing y to i + ly The rules are quite simple and reliable, but some of the words are difficult to write: surely, probably, absolutely, probably, reasonably, let's take a look at 6 rules around adding -ly to the words Rule 1 Let's just add -ly to the words
ending in a slow consonant + ly = slowly infinity + ly = infinite week + ly weekly stupid + ly = stupidly friend + ly = independent friendly + ly = fast independent + ly = quickly quiet + ly = quietly vivid + ly = vividly Rule 2 When we add -ly to words ending in -ful, makes -completely (with double l) careful + ly =
carefully wonderful + ly = wonderfully beautiful + ly = beautifully faithful + ly = faithfully peaceful + ly = peacefully successful + ly = successfully Rule 3 The same rule applies to other words ending in 'l' (makes a double 'l') accidental + ly = accidentally cool + ly = coldly cruel + ly = cruelly special + ly =
especially final + ly = finally financial + ly = financially formal + ly = formally general + ly = generally lethal + ly = lethal occasionally + ly = occasionally total + ly = totally social + ly = socially normal + ly = usually Rule 4 Let's keep the 'e' lonely + ly = lonely love + ly = beautiful live + ly = full lively + ly = fully
defined + ly = definitely desperate + ly = desperately extreme + ly = extremely immediate + ly = immediately separated + ly = separately sincere + ly = genuinely lucky + ly = luckily Exceptions : We drop the 'e' into really true + ly = really (this is a common misspelled word) we drop the 'e' unduly due + ly =
duly drop the 'e' in whole + ly = entirely Rule 5 Let's change the 'e' to 'y' into words ending in consonant models + le (-ble, -ple, -tle, -gle, -dle, -kle) kind - sweetly simple - simply terrible - terribly wrinkled - wretched - miserably possible - perhaps incredible - incredibly likely - probably responsible - Rule 6
When we add -ly to the words ending in -y we change the 'y' to 'i' if more than one easy syllable - easily, uneasy happy - happily, unhappily busy - greedily crazy - insanely stable - constantly lazy - lazily necessary - necessarily, needlessly shabby - shabbyly stable - constantly greedy - greedy but we keep
the y in a shy syllable + ly = = = sly + ly = sorno coy + ly = coyly But exceptions: day + ly = daily gay + ly cheerfully Now try the exercise below Do you ever have trouble writing words ending in -ly? If you do, you're not alone. Adverbs as surely, probably, absolutely, probably, reasonably and hopefully
often cause problems when it comes to spelling. We often ask the same questions: is it -ly or -lly? Do we write -ely, or just -ly? Normally we add -ly to an adjective to get the adverb: fast quickly becomes, dangerous becomes dangerous. The problem is when an adjective ends up in -and o -le. What do we
do in these cases? Do we keep or remove the and before adding ly? These short and simple rules should help you. When an adjective ends in -e, we simply add to form the adverb: politely politely, definitely defined as 'absolutely, absolutely, complete' completely. Be careful when an adjective ends in -le.
We remove the and and add y to form the adverb: probable ' probably, possible ' possibly, terrible ' terribly, reasonably reasonable'. Don't be confused by adjectives that end in -l. Just add and the adverb will therefore end in -lly: confident ' hopefully, beautifully, useful ' availability, attentive 'carefully. What
words do you find difficult to write? Let me know in the comments below. everything about YOU We create every session just for you. Nothing's out of the box! Advance on your journey of words in quick and easy steps. Focus on learning what's important to you; we will manage your progress behind the
scenes. LearnThatWord is a complete solution. We are your virtual mom, who meets your every need and helps you be the best you can be. wordgenie are WordGenie™, your personal coach. Your wordful desire is my command! Unleash my powers, dear master! It's all set for you, by magic with one
click! Let me guide you on your journey of words, so you advance through well-planned logical steps. What gives me such magical powers? Learn from over 30 vocabulary experts. In-depth analysis of millions of texts. Years and years of obsessed with words. Sleepless nights with databases. Multi-media
Explore the context of each word, its nuances and flavors, to get an idea of how to use it. Integrated into each quiz is our Open Dictionary of English, ODE. It's the richest and most interesting student dictionary available. Explore words through: Video Images Pronunciations from around the world 100s of
examples of use Idioms and limericks Interactive thesaurus Definitions from multiple sources Translations into 37 languages Synonyms, antonyms Words that rhyme Origin and information about root words Verbal conjugations Tutoring and curiosity smartprogress You want results, not busy work! In
LearnThatWord, each session is targeted, interesting, and built just for you. Let's check the words you know, so you focus your energy on those that need the most Your personalized learning plan presents the right words for review at the right time. Get lasting results 10 times faster than any other
vocabulary study tool. fastquizzes sessions are fast and hassle-free. We don't depend on gimmicks or effects to make sessions fun. Our members love them for their smart design and effectiveness. You'll appreciate the rapid progress you make even more than the rewards and rewards you earn. Increase
your privacy skills, at your own speed, without votes, pressure or embarrassment. Lasting results A word turns into vocabulary as you memorize it. It's that moment when you don't have to think about it anymore before using it. Once you reach this level of automaticity, the word is yours forever. You'il
never forget it. LearnThatWord is the only fully managed solution that creates this automaticity. You will meet every word repeatedly over time and explore its nuances and flavors. Our multimedia resources bring words to life. Proven methods of study, accelerated by adaptive and individualized coaching,
make words attack. The new words turn into a vocabulary that advances you. We are so confident in the results, we guarantee them! Non-profit Our goal is to empower yourself by giving you the vocabulary you need to succeed with confidence. We provide unlimited free tutoring to students around the
world. Upgrade at any time to take advantage of premium features. Premium members support our global literacy campaign, Vocabulary Junction, and the expansion of our collaborative student dictionary. List #: 1346 Keywords/tags: Suffix, suffixes, root words, word roots, words that end with ly
comments: clicking the edit list adds a copy of this list so you can add or remove words. You can also remove words once added to your account. Description: This is a list of words ending with the suffix ly, which means how. Author: eSpindle Learning. Subject: English vocabulary Support link:
19/11/2009Edited: 19/11/2009 Rating: 3.0 (2 votes) Word list: Add this list Hide anomaly words, panoply, stealthily, niggardly, cunningly, macabre, absentiatically, quickly, cheerfully, superficially, truth, paly, ally, similarly, bilingual, insanely, faintly, homily, unilaterally, doubly, horrible, inwardly, amply,
disconcerting, bilateral, bodily, consistent, disparagingly, ginger Add this list Hide words imply, low, academic, secondly, in the near future, unduly, affectionately, altruistically, analytically, anonymously, approximately, aridly, artificially, benignly, biennially, chronically, classically, in common, comparatively,
polemically, corruptly, cynically, excessively, exclusively, experimentally, extraordinarily, fiscally, fundamentally, geographically, geologically Add this list Hide hostile words, hydraulically, hydraulically, ideally, indefinitely, laterally, commendably, freely, literally, logically, malevolently, maternally,
mechanically, monopoly, necessarily, in particular, sarcastically, semiannually, sensationally, sensationally, sprightly, sufficiently, temporarily, thoroughly, otherworldly, unseemly, surely, by the way, amiably, sorry, appropriately Add this list Hide words cunningly, audibly, abundantly, silkily,
characteristically, dearly, colloquially, conveniently, comically, commercially, compatibly, confidentially, conscientiously, consecutively, copiously, cordially, desirable, distinctly, emphatically, essentially, meticulously, fiercely, financially, fluently, fortunately , frantically, futilely, graphically, gratefully,
grotesquely, historically Add this list Hide words haughtily, heinously, humbly, immediately, jointly, legibly, leniently, lucidly, lyrically, majestically, cheerfully, microscopically, miserably, mutually, originally, priestly, picturesquely, prolifically, prominently, uncomfortably, satisfying, skeptical, slatternly,
spectacular, unfortunately, ungainly, ungainly, strangely, academically, bewitchingly, mistakenly Add this list Hide words kindly, heroically, indisputably, manually, occasionally, normally, practically, in particular , no doubt, absolutely, authentically, seemingly, automatically, every two years, biweekly,
bravely, brilliantly, bully, burly, clean, deftly, coarsely, confused, come true, completely, consciously, consequently, continually, continually, deservedly, duly add this list Hide words above all, in the end, extremely, exceptionally, extremely, grammatically, fruitfully, sincerely, sadly, greedily, guiltily, heartily,
heavily, honorably, horizontally, pleasant, sensually, magically, materially, melancholy, officially, orally, in particular, positively, precisely , previously, realistically, respectively, scientifically, seasonally, separately Add this list Hide words sloppily, smoothly, constantly, rigidly, successfully, , timely,
undisciplined, unusually, altogether, as a result, in fact, moreover, apply, artistically, terribly, athletically, awkwardly, barely, basically, beautifully, briefly, briskly, widely, casually, cheerfully, cheerfully, certainly, chemically, mainly, constantly add this list Hide words comfortably, commonly, competence,
considerably, carefully, convex, cruelly, so crucially, presently, dally, decidedly, directly, terribly, elderly, sincerely, easily, effortlessly, in the same way, obviously, exactly, favorably, faintly, faithfully, fiercely, firmly, flawless, madness, forcibly, in the past, often Add this list Hide words furiously, generously,
gradually, greedily, happily, honestly, horribly, humorously, greedily, instantly, locally, loyally, massively, simply, multiply, close, perfectly, personally, probably , perhaps, presently, promptly, seldom, quickly, regularly, regularly, respectfully, just, earnestly, earnestly, deftly Add this list Hide the solemn



words, splendidly, rigorously, terribly, improbable, unnecessarily, unnecessarily, usually, absolutely, predominantly, assembly, lily, every year, sparkling, carefully, carelessly, up close, properly, habitually, deadly, quite, in general, delicately, grizzly, time, largely, lonely, lovingly, mainly, monthly, of course
Add this list Hide words clearly, ply, correctly, publicly, purely , quickly, quietly, safely, promptly, really, recently, rely, answer, approximately, sternly, simply, slightly, sly, suddenly, provide, surely, quickly, truly, cunning, wonderfully, year, curly, finally, bad, clearly, criminally Add this list Hide words every
day, deeply, dolly, frankly, freely, friendly, fully, willingly, very, very, very, holy, cheerful, rightly, lately, slightly, probably, lively, mostly, i.e., well , partly, sadly, abruptly, short, foolish, slowly, softly, strongly, ugly, weekly, jelly jelly
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